Recanalisation therapy in patients with acute ischaemic stroke caused by large artery occlusion: choice of therapeutic strategy according to underlying aetiological mechanism?
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**ABSTRACT**

Various mechanisms underlie causative large artery occlusion (LAO) in patients with acute ischaemic stroke. Cardioembolic and atherosclerotic occlusions are the two most common types. The pathophysiological changes and responses to mechanical thrombectomy (MT) and antithrombotic treatments including thrombolysis, antiplatelet and anticoagulation therapy may vary among patients with different aetiological mechanisms of occlusion. Atherosclerotic occlusion is inclined to have relatively abundant collaterals and larger area of penumbra, hence a relatively wider time window for reperfusion therapy, while poor response to medical thrombolysis and MT. Severe residual stenosis and reocclusion occurred frequently after MT in atherosclerotic LAO. Angioplasty and stenting as rescue or the first-line therapy and more intensified antiplatelet therapy beyond related recommendations in the current guidelines are sometimes used in managing acute causative LAO because of poor recanalisation after recommended standard thrombolysis or MT therapy, which are usually based on individual experience. Standard protocol to establish emergent aetiopathological diagnosis of causative LAO and individualised aetiology-specific treatment strategy is needed.

**INTRODUCTION**

In 2015, the benefit of mechanical thrombectomy (MT) for acute ischaemic stroke (AIS) was documented in five clinical trials. MT mainly through stent retrieval has been recommended as the standard treatment for causative proximal large artery occlusion (LAO) of anterior circulation. The key criteria for MT include causative occlusion of the internal carotid artery (ICA) or proximal middle cerebral artery (MCA), National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score of ≥6, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score (ASPECTS) score of ≥6, and treatment can be initiated (groin puncture) within 6 hours of symptom onset. Use of MT was also considered reasonable for carefully selected patients who have causative occlusion of the M2 or M3 portion of the MCAs, anterior cerebral arteries, vertebral arteries, basilar artery or posterior cerebral arteries. Various mechanisms underlie causative LAO in patients with AIS. Cardioembolism (CE), in situ thrombosis (IST) on the surface of a vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque with severe or slight stenosis, chronic atherosclerotic occlusion, artery-to-artery embolism caused by a detached in situ thrombus or intrinsic component of a proximal atherosclerotic plaque and other rare causes such as vasculitis and dissection all can result in the similar clinical vignette of AIS associated with a LAO on angiographic imaging (figure 1). The pathophysiological changes and responses to MT and antithrombotic treatments including thrombolysis, antiplatelet and anticoagulation therapy may vary among patients with different aetiological mechanisms of occlusion. However, aetiopathological mechanisms of LAO were not included in the recommended criteria for selecting recanalisation strategy. In this review, we summarised the pathophysiological features of causative LAO resulting from different aetiological mechanisms. Their possible impact on choice MT, antithrombotic therapeutic strategy and statin therapy was discussed.

**IMPACT OF AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO ON COLLATERAL STATUS IN AIS**

Cerebral collateral circulation provides subsidiary blood flow to oligemia brain tissue when the primary feeding artery is severely stenosed or occluded. The artery anatomy of collateral circulation includes the Circle of Willis (CW), large-artery communications between the extracranial artery and intracranial artery and leptomeningeal anastomoses that links distal sections of major cerebral arteries.
The former is considered as primary collateral and the latter two as secondary collaterals. The effectiveness of primary collaterals mainly relies on the integrity of the CW. A complete CW, if exists, is usually robust enough to compensate the decreased blood flow caused by a chronic or even abrupt occlusion lying proximally to it. However, absence or hypoplasia of one or more segments of CW is not rare, which may impair its effectiveness of redistributing blood. Capacity of secondary collaterals such as leptomeningeal anastomoses is affected by much more factors than primary collaterals is. Great variation exists in secondary collateral status of healthy adults. Animal studies demonstrated that genetic background might determine collaterals development at embryo stage and the final extent of collaterals in adulthood. Acquired factors including age, history of hypertension, smoking and atherosclerosis might also influence leptomeningeal anastomoses. Another important factor affecting secondary collateral status is the speed of occlusion. When the anatomy of secondary collaterals is present, relatively more time is still needed to recruit them because of their narrow calibre (50–400 μm). When leptomeningeal artery anastomoses is scarce, collaterals might occur through neovascularisation that is a long-lasting pathological process. So, in patients with LAO distal to CW, collateral status may be greatly influenced by their underlying aetiological mechanisms. Atherosclerotic severe stenosis or occlusion, which typically presents a chronic process, is more favourable for development of collaterals in comparison with abrupt occlusion caused by embolus originating from heart or proximal artery. It is understandable that AIS caused by atherosclerotic stenosis or occlusion is inclined to have abundant collaterals and relatively larger area of penumbra, hence a relatively wider time window for reperfusion therapy. In the Warfarin Aspirin Symptomatic Intracranial Disease trial, severe intracranial arterial stenosis was proved to be an important determinant of pial collateral circulation. Kim et al found that intracranial large artery atherosclerotic stroke had different perfusion-weighted imaging–diffusion-weighted imaging mismatch profiles from those of CE stroke, which was related to better collaterals. CE stroke was also proved to have higher baseline NIHSS score, larger baseline infarct volume and larger infarct volume growth. When LAO is caused by acute IST on a vulnerable plaque without severe stenosis, change of collateral status is most likely similar to that after embolic occlusion.

**Figure 1** Illustrative of aetiological mechanisms of large artery occlusion. (A) cardioembolism; (B) in situ thrombosis on atherosclerotic plaque with severe stenosis; (C) chronic atherosclerotic occlusion; (D) in situ thrombosis on atherosclerotic plaque with slight stenosis; (E) artery-to-artery embolism from in situ thrombus; (F) artery-to-artery embolism from atherosclerotic plaque; and (G) cardioembolism in combination with atherosclerotic stenosis.

**IMPACT OF AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO ON THE OUTCOMES OF RECANALISATION THERAPY**

Recanalisation therapy involving intravenous thrombolysis and MT have been recommended as the first-line therapeutic protocol for AIS due to LAO. Moreover, successful recanalisation correlates closely, though not necessarily, with favourable clinical outcomes. Aetiological mechanisms underlying occlusion classified according to the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST) criteria has been demonstrated to influence the effect of recanalisation therapy in some series of AIS treated with thrombolysis. In a series of 72 patients with AIS caused by proximal MCA occlusion and treated with intravenous alteplase in 3 hours, recanalisation was earlier, faster and more complete in CE stroke compared with large artery atherosclerotic stroke. A retrospective analysis of data collected from 1031 consecutive patients with AIS treated with intravenous thrombolysis found that disappearance of hyperdense MCA sign, a surrogate imaging marker of successful recanalisation, was more common in CE stroke than in large artery atherosclerotic stroke. No recanalisation was observed in 49% of atherosclerotic group, while in only 2% of CE group in a series of 76 patients treated with intra-arterial (IA) pro-urokinase. Some imaging features of the occluded segments of artery might reflect the aetiological mechanisms of occlusion and be used as an imaging marker to predict the effect of recanalisation therapy. In a systematic review, hyperdense thrombi were found to be associated with higher proportion of red blood cell components, which may be a histological marker of CE, although controversy still exists. Thrombi with lower density on non-contrast CT (NCCT) appeared to be more resistant to both pharmacological lysis and MT. Permeability of thrombus was associated with the rate of successful recanalisation after intravenous alteplase treatment.
most likely are those newly formed cardiogenic or in situ thrombi.

**IMPACT OF AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO ON RESIDUAL STENOSIS AND REOCCLUSION AFTER MT**

In LAO caused by proximally originating embolus, which can be either arterial or cardiogenic, the embolus resides in the site of occlusion where the artery is not wide enough to allow its pass and contacts the vessel wall loosely without tissue junction. It should be more easily to be cleared by stent retrieval or aspiration. The vessel wall is more likely to remain undamaged after successful recanalisation. In LAO caused by IST secondary to atherosclerotic lesion, culprit plaques underlying IST are usually attached to the vessel wall tightly and are relatively difficult to be removed by endovascular procedure. It is reasonable to speculate that residual stenosis is more common in atherosclerotic LAO after MT. In fact, fixed focal stenosis after primary MT procedure, either stent retrieval or aspiration, has been usually considered as the angiographic marker suggesting occlusion due to atherosclerotic lesions. When the thrombus resulting from IST is removed by endovascular procedure or medically lysed, the underlying culprit plaque with or without additional procedure related damage is exposed to blood again. The process of IST might repeat at the top of original plaque and result in reocclusion. Histopathological analysis of retrieved thrombus showed that atheromatous gruel component was associated with less frequent successful reperfusion. In several case series of intracranial LAO receiving endovascular revascularisation, instant reocclusion during procedure occurred frequently and was significantly more common in atherosclerotic LAO than in LAO secondary to CE. Final degree of revascularisation was relatively poor in atherosclerotic LAO even rescue angioplasty and/or stent were employed. In a series of acute vertebrobasilar occlusion, clinical outcome was poorer in atherosclerotic group than in CE group despite the similar rate of final successful recanalisation.

**ROLE OF ANGIOPLASTY AND STENTING IN AIS DUE TO LAO**

In the five randomised clinical trials that validated MT for AIS, endovascular intervention procedure did not involve angioplasty or stenting even if successful recanalisation was not achieved by MT. Carotid angioplasty was only allowed for the purpose of intracranial access in ‘Solitaire with the Intention for Thrombectomy as Primary Endovascular Treatment (SWIFT PRIME)’ trial. However, severe residual stenosis after primary MT constitutes a common clinical dilemma during endovascular treatment of AIS especially in Asian patients with disproportionately more intracranial atherosclerosis than whites. When severe residual stenosis exists after primary MT, additional angioplasty with or without stenting seems to be an appealing therapeutic procedure to achieve satisfying recanalisation. However, the value of intracranial angioplasty and stenting has not been well established in either chronic or acute symptomatic intracranial stenosis. In patients with recent transient ischaemic attack or stroke related to 70%–99% stenosis of a major intracranial artery, aggressive medical management plus percutaneous transluminal angioplasty and stenting turned out to be of no benefit in comparison with aggressive medical management alone. The expected benefits of revascularisation by angioplasty and stenting derive from reducing future ischaemic events in chronic symptomatic intracranial stenosis, while angioplasty and stenting might produce additional benefits by restoring blood perfusion to penumbra area in AIS when satisfying recanalisation is not achieved by MT. So, the results of clinical trials evaluating angioplasty and stenting in intracranial stenosis may not be applicable to AIS due to intracranial atherosclerosis. Angioplasty with or without stenting as the first-line procedure, or as rescue procedure in thrombolysis resistant or MT refractory intracranial occlusion, has been reported to be safe and feasible and yields high rate of revascularisation in several case series of AIS. However, solid evidence supporting emergent angioplasty with or without stenting in AIS is still lacking. The more complex and time-consuming procedure and bleeding risk related to more intensive antiplatelet therapy after the procedure might counterbalance the potential benefits resulting from revascularisation. Further research is needed to validate the value of emergent angioplasty and stenting in AIS.

**IMPACT OF AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO ON CHOICE OF ANTIPLATELET STRATEGY AFTER RECANALISATION THERAPY IN AIS**

Benefits of intravenous alteplase within 4.5 hours and oral administration of aspirin within 24–48 hours after stroke onset as early secondary prevention have been well established, and they were recommended in early management of AIS. However, intravenous thrombolysis rules out administration of aspirin or other antiplatelet agents within the following 24 hours according to the current guidelines. The 2015 American Heart Association/American Stroke Association focused update of 2013 Guidelines for the early management of patients with AIS regarding endovascular treatment did not provide any revision about administration of antiplatelet agents, which mean that antiplatelet is not recommend immediately after medical thrombolysis, MT or bridging therapy. However, as we have discussed in the second part, reocclusion is a major issue of concern after endovascular recanalisation therapy, especially in atherosclerotic occlusion. Reocclusion diminish the benefit of thrombolysis in AIS patients with MCA occlusion as well. After alteplase thrombolysis, reocclusion was more common in patients with partial recanalisation and those with ipsilateral carotid disease, which indicates that reocclusion inclines to occur in patients with atherosclerotic disease after medical thrombolysis. Fibrinolytic substance and atherosclerotic lesions might jointly induce activation of...
platelets and secondary thrombus formation that results in reocclusion.\textsuperscript{43,44} Based on such mechanisms of reocclusion, antiplatelet agents is speculated to be the most promising drugs to prevent reocclusion. However, early administration of intravenous aspirin started within 90 min after initiation of intravenous alteplase has turned out to be of no benefit. Patients receiving aspirin were more than twice as likely to develop symptomatic intracranial haemorrhage as the group given intravenous alteplase alone.\textsuperscript{45} Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitors are potent agents affecting platelet aggregation. Three intravenously deliverable glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitors including abciximab, eptifibatide and tirofiban have been tested for the treatment of acute cerebrovascular diseases. Tirofiban differs pharmacologically from abciximab and eptifibatide. It has a biological half-life of 4–8 hours. Platelet function returned in 2 hours when stopped,\textsuperscript{46} which might make tirofiban a more desirable glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitors in AIS. Acceptable safety outcomes and more favourable function outcomes have been reported in small case series of AIS treated with tirofiban alone,\textsuperscript{47} tirofiban in combination with intravenous or IA thrombolysis\textsuperscript{47–49} and tirofiban in combination with bridging therapy\textsuperscript{50,51} respectively. In a prospective, randomised, placebo-controlled, open-label treatment phase II trial, tirofiban did not increase the risk of cerebral haemorrhagic transformation (HT) and parenchymal haemorrhage but may decrease the mortality rate at 5 months.\textsuperscript{52} In managing severe residual stenosis or reocclusion after MT that usually occurred in atherosclerotic occlusion, rescue angioplasty with or without stenting is increasingly used in clinical practice,\textsuperscript{27–30,37,39} although not routinely recommended by the current guidelines. Angioplasty or stenting necessitate the early administration of intensified antiplatelet therapy as it is routinely used before and after opening chronic stenosis by angioplasty with or without stenting.\textsuperscript{35,53} Intravenous administration of tirofiban is now the most commonly used antiplatelet therapy following rescue angioplasty with or without stenting.\textsuperscript{27,29,30} Tirofiban has been reported to facilitate further recanalisation by repeated MT when primary MT failed.\textsuperscript{54} Despite the prevailing empirical administration of tirofiban in AIS, the indication, optimal dose and duration of tirofiban in causative LAO have not been well established. Additionally, the currently available evidence is not yet solid enough to overcome the concern about the potentially increased risk of HT. Restricting more intensified antiplatelet therapy to more precisely selected patients with lower risk of HT is reasonable. Patients with AIS due to atherosclerotic LAO are more likely to gain benefit from administration of tirofiban after recanalisation therapy than those with LAO resulting from CE since CE turns out to be an independent risk factor for HT after recanalisation therapy.\textsuperscript{55–57} In 80 patients with causative occlusion of MCA or ICA, atrial fibrillation (AF), the predominant risk factor of CE, was significantly associated with intracerebral haemorrhage after combined intravenous and IA thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{57} In a retrospective analysis of 1122 consecutive patients presenting to 13 high-volume stroke centres with AIS due to proximal occlusion in the anterior circulation who underwent endovascular treatment within 8 hours from symptom onset, patients with AF had a higher risk of parenchymal haemorrhage.\textsuperscript{56} CE stroke also increased the risk of symptomatic intracerebral haemorrhage in stroke patients treated with stent-like retrievers for reopening a LAO in anterior circulation from 21 stroke centres in China.\textsuperscript{58} Additionally, HT constitutes a major contributor to worse outcome in AF patients receiving recanalisation therapy.\textsuperscript{56,59}

**IMPACT OF AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO ON THE EFFECT OF STATIN IN AIS**

Statins have cholesterol-lowering and pleiotropic effects including altering the expression of endothelial nitric oxide synthase, proinflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species and the reactivity of platelets, which might produce beneficial effect on cerebral haemodynamics and stabilisation of atherosclerotic plaques.\textsuperscript{60,61} Statins may, however, influence bleeding risk, which is the main adverse event observed in AIS with recanalisation therapy. The contributions of statin to clinical outcomes remain a matter of debate. In a large-scale meta-analysis including 27 studies, prestroke statin use was associated with improved outcome in AIS; however, the finding was not repeated in studies restricted to thrombolysis-treated patients.\textsuperscript{62} Prestroke statin use shows neither independent beneficial effect on functional outcomes nor independent detrimental effect on the risk of intracerebral haemorrhage in two other systematic reviews that evaluated the effect of statin use on outcomes after intravenous thrombolysis and/or IA thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{63,64} In a more recent systematic review, however, statin was found to be associated with good functional outcome while an increased risk of symptomatic HT in patients treated with thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{65} Considering that atherosclerotic plaque is one of the major targets of statin’s pleiotropic effects, atherosclerotic LAO stroke patients may gain more benefits from early and more intensified statin treatment than CE stroke patients do. Statin pretreatment was demonstrated to improve outcomes regarding neurological improvement, disability, survival and stroke recurrence in 516 consecutive first-ever AIS patients with LAO.\textsuperscript{66} Aetiological mechanisms of LAO should be taken into account in further studies evaluating the effect of statin in patients with AIS after recanalisation therapy.

**CHALLENGES IN DETERMINING THE AETIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING LAO IN AIS**

The prerequisite to establish individualised revascularisation strategy according to aetiological mechanism is the accurate and timely aetiological diagnosis of causative LAO. The traditional tools of aetiological diagnosis mainly include the classification systems such as TOAST system and the recently proposed Chinese Ischemic Stroke Subclassification system.\textsuperscript{57,68} In these systems,
clinical and imaging features of stroke in combination with existence or absence of large artery stenosis and risk factors of CE were employed to determine the underlying aetiological mechanisms in AIS. Nonetheless, these systems may not be applicable in AIS with LAO in emergency circumstance. History of AF and electrocardiography evidence of AF are often lacking in a patient with CE presenting to emergency room.69 The atherosclerotic origin of an intracranial chronic LAO or LAO related to acute IST cannot be identified when prestroke cerebral angiographic images are not available, which constitute a tough challenge in aetiological diagnosis of intracranial atherosclerotic LAO commonly found in Asian populations. Because of the limitations of traditional classification system, new tools are needed to aid the emergency aetiological diagnosis. Although the location of occlusion, imaging features of thrombus on NCCT, contrast-enhanced CT and MRI have been proven to be associated with the causes of thrombus,70–76 the relatively low specificity of imaging features, time-consuming procedure of scanning and limited availability of imaging modalities all diminish their value for aetiological diagnosis in clinical practice. Recanalisation status after MT remains the most commonly used evidence to differentiate atherosclerotic occlusion from embolic occlusion.27–30 37 39 Nonetheless, the individual operation skills of interventional neurologists, which largely affect the final recanalisation outcomes, may confound the aetiological diagnosis. More standardised and feasible clinical routes for emergency aetiological classification of LAO await to be established.

SUMMARY
LAO can be caused by various aetiological mechanisms, among which CE and IST secondary to atherosclerotic plaque are the two most common kinds, although their proportion varies in different races. Aetiological mechanism of LAO has significant clinical implications in AIS that include:
1. impacts on collateral and perfusion statuses after onset of stroke
2. impacts on recanalisation and function outcomes after revascularisation therapy
3. influencing the time window of reperfusion therapy
4. influencing the choice of revascularisation procedure other than thrombolysis and MT, which includes angioplasty with or without stenting as rescue therapy or occasionally as the first-line therapy in AIS due to LAO
5. determining individualised intensity of antiplatelet therapy
6. influencing the effect of statin in AIS.
Aetiological diagnosis of LAO may constitute a key issue in management of AIS. Further clinical studies are needed to evaluate interventionial procedures and antiplatelet therapies beyond those recommended in the current guidelines and guide choice of individualised aetiology-specific recanalisation and antipatelet therapy.

Feasible and reliable tools for timely aetiological diagnosis of LAO should be developed.
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